Shivasp industrial group has invented a new technology for the production of solar lighting system
which led the company to be the only manufacturer of fixed and portable high power solar
floodlight/spotlight tower as well as solar lighting system for highway and street light with
supporting more than 10 cloudy days in the world. Based on our know-how, technology, intelligent
power management system, manufacturing LED lights which are integrated with our system, our
products have following advantages comparing with other solar lighting systems:












Increasing the system reliability in terms of the LOLP
Significant increase in luminous flux relative to power consumption
Reducing costs considerably in terms of innovation of products
Durable products compared to those of other competitors
Light structural and customer-oriented design
Having CE and ISO9001 standards
Priceless electricity
Without risk of electric shock
Turning on and off automatically with ambient light
Easy and costless maintenance
Water and dust resistant

The solar lighting systems of this company in comparison with products of other competitors have
longer lifetime, lower price, and a 10-day support on cloudy days so that products of other similar
companies turn off after two or three days at cloudy weather, but in the solar lighting products of
this company after seven to ten days lighting intensity decreases. In other words, the LOLP
coefficient of the company products is zero.
Shivasp has also designed and manufactured portable solar lighting systems so that customers can
easily move the system to their favorite places. Our system can be used in different applications
such as highways where 250-400 watts floodlights are required. Our floodlight/spotlight can be
installed in all places that high power lights up to 4000 watts needed.
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Low price, Clean & Environmentally friendly

